Radiologist/Technologist Dataflow

CR and QA Station

FDM and QA Station

Technologist Workstation
• VE Profile
• Single or Dual Grayscale Display

Technologist Workstation
• VE Profile
• Single or Dual Grayscale Display

Images, Collaboration, Sticky Notes, Annotations

Diagnostic Workstations
• VM or VR Profile with Mammography Option
• Dual or Quad Grayscale Display

Images

Carestream Mammography Workstation and PACS

Single Desktop Reading to simplify your work
• View mammography and general radiology procedures, along with related non-DICOM data, from a single desktop
• Multi-modality and multi-vendor image support
• Choice of display configurations

Optimized Workflow decreases reading time and fatigue while increasing procedure volume
• Industry-leading mammography tools
• User configurable and intelligent hanging protocols
• Ease of comparing multiple priors
• Choice of navigational devices

Scalable to fit your needs today and tomorrow
• Standalone, enterprise, and multi-site environments
• SuperPACSTM Architecture for efficient cross-site reading and workload balancing

Vendor Neutral to leverage existing investments
• IHE-compliant; integrates through industry-standard protocols
• Automatic pre-fetch of priors

Diagnostic Confidence to improve patient care
• Computer-Aided Detection (CAD)
• Cross-reference lines aid in locating suspicious areas on opposing views
• Alert to indicate unread images

Want to find out more?
mammo.carestreamhealth.com 1-877-865-6325 ext. 626

CARESTREAM is a trademark of Carestream Health.
11/10. M3-425 CAT No. 1008226
Sample Display Configurations - General Radiology images can be presented on all displays configured for image display.